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Abstract

The ,

-It media ln attainirg lea-

atte

a Pr

h Testigating the comparative effctieness

objectives has generally prodaced

quential theoretical and Ttatistical significance. Bathe- than

expand the existing preponderance of non-significant results

j 7t was undertaken to explore the capabilities anf potentials of one

intrcttin di- .711s design ana field

a tele

supple Jitell

Jt,ai d J:truct1Qnal sequence of video lessons and video programmed activ-

ities that would teach eesential aspects of the school curriculam ence

I arr -,1g system that would provide main-line rather than

Th- obje,tive of the project was to build a self-

-video

51 health, co-

rmative eval

-ssntr,e progran

and ecology).

tion phases and a number of revisions of the

ted with over 900 students who participated

in the program two hours per day li.car y days. This paper summarizes the

results of that summative evaluation tuthy . The sample of experimental stu

dents ws drawm from nine di!ferent school districts stratifled on the basis

of reading and selnool type. A totaa of 3G iuthed control students viere

drwn from the same districts. Data were collected at four points (pre-tes

aid tests post test, retention), byrneans of four criterion refere ced tests

developed from th apgnitive ob e times of the program. Additional data 'were

as well as from Ttudent records.

Cognitive results demonotr te the effectiveness of a television learning

n in positiv ly affecting student, performance. Analyses indicate that

(3btained through studert questionnaires

SY

the television programming prcduced consistent and statistically significant

increases in student performanCe across the entire exposure time of the experi-

mental groups. Learning measured by a retention test) WA maintained oven
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o mcL__

ts

be c 1

grovddi .

The progran ef fetivene ss was fly.ther amelyzed in terms of chool onarac-

tudent reading ability .evels and stderit interest in the progran.

A discussion of the theoretical and practical implications of the learnirg

an efficient school resfourc conclude the study.

the program. The control groups ircated
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Introduction

Educational resea contiuJy sought to enhance learning and

improve instruction 4 As part of th s quest numerous studies comparing

different instructional treatments or presentations have been conducted and

their results permeate the research literature.

The instructional media literature is particularly replete wit

of this comparat±ve research (among compilations of these studies art:

Chu and Schramm Lumsdaine 1961! Carpenter, 1953). Despite decades of

investigation attempting to substantiate the ins ructional euperiority of

different media for different learning LontextS, little of statistical or

theoretical significance has been demonstrated. The primary reason these

studies resulted in nonsignificance could be that the comparative studies

have generally been formulated within an almost atheoretical framework that

comfounded media types, media attributes, and media content with individual

learner attributes and interests. (Salomon 1970) Tn light of the serious

theoretical and methodological inadequacies of most of these studies

it is no wonder that lack of significance was found. An overview of the

literature indicates that in general no one media type or series of attributes

UT approaches have been found to be universally better than another in terms

of an overall population.

Over the past five to seven years, however, there has been a renewed

interest in investigatirg the differentiAl relationship between media attri

butes learner characteri tics, and learning tasks. Aptitude Treatment Lnterh-

action studies hare assumed a new importance in the research itarat

(Allen 1975, Parkhurst 1975, Salomon 1973, Salomon 1970, 1972; and Snow 19 0;

Cronbach 1959). The ATI approach has produced a shift away from comparati

studies solely investigating main effects of different media to indepth studies

5
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of t e interactions of particular media with learners. This shift has resulted

in a deemphasis of media characteristic schemes and taxonomies because they deal

with externally defined variables that may not be psychologically operative.

Insteadl research has begun to examine media in terms of the unique prsenta--

tlonEtl modes they perform how they present info _tion) and the psychologi

function they fulfill how they induce the human processing of infornation).

ttempt to explore ard develop a more theoretical formulation of

the salient instructional characteristics of television and the interaction of

hese coding and message carrying attributes withparticular student abilitien,

the York State Fducation Department's Bureau of Educational Comymmicationn

developed an unique television learning system entitled the Place cif DOOM.

The development of this television learning system took pLace in a climai,e

period where the efficiency and cost effectiveness of techrology were being

apr/ied to learning in order to improve productivity of schools Scanlon ard

Weineerger, 1973 Kiesling 1975). Increased conce h input-outpmt relation-

ships, as well as a realization of the labor intensive nature of the traditicelal

schoel were the atus to examine present and future potential resources for

schools. Television with its unique power to fascinate arid imvolve, as well

t present informatiorlseemed a valuable resource to develop for increased

in t _tional effectiveness.

ne following report summarizes the evaluation results of the Faac Doors

inzt:rjctional television program nd discusses the program theoretical and

practiciaJ. implications. The Place of Doors television-based instructional

system co sists of a forty one-hour videocassette lessons and adjunct student

actieit:y naterials for each of the hours. These learning activities are

programmed into eaeh tel vision lesson and range from individual wericbook

exercises to psychomotor exerci8es and s all group interactions.
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The forty videocassette programs provide a.varied instructional

sequence anAi pace in the content areas of science, ecology, health, social

studies, and consumerism. Lessons were designed for students at the fourth

grade level, d awing from the recomnjnerded fourth grade curriculum for New York

State. The Place of Doors program as created and designed by the New York

State Education Department's Bureau of Educational Communications in conjunction

with classmom teachers and curriculum experts from around the State. It was

produced by a professional production house in New Y rk City.

The prog:ams were designed to investigate whether a technolor based lsarning

system when used as a self-contained instructional seque:ce rather than as an

tional supplement, could supply effective and meaningful instruction

for part of a student's day. The study attempted to determira whether the

supportive role to which instructional media and technology were usually

relegated could be effectively expanded. The question which the study sought

to answer, in addition to whether a television learning system could be used

as an effective school resource to supply total management and instruction for

part of tudent's day, was which type of students, with which characteristics

would the program be most effective. Although television has frequently been

discussed in terms of a mass medium wlth large scale effects across audiences,

the nature of television learning as it relates to individual students was of

key importance this studY.

To answer these questions fourth grade students in a number of school

locations throughout the State participated in twenty days of television lessons

for two hours each day. Within the techncalogy centered environment of their

school day students were exposed to the televised curriculum of the Place_of

Doors,emphasizing science and sociAl studies content. While in the technology

centered learning environm nt, 8tudents were monitored by an adult non-profess

ional. During the ather part of their day, while in the teacher-centered

7
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nvironment students were taught the basic skills of language arts readiitg

and mathematics.

Focus of the Study

This paper will attempt to investigate and ecplore some of the relation-

ships between the television programming and particular individual learner

cha:acteristics.

Imong the specific quesions the study will anawer are:

t. Can a self-contained television based learning system serve as

an efficient and meaningful learning resource for a significarlb

portion of the school day?

2. Can the television learning system facilitate significanL. learni

3. What content does the learning system teach most effectively?

4. For which students, with what characteristics does the system work

best, and for what contents?

5. How do students feel about a technol 0 based lean ng system?

i. What are the economic potentials and theoretical implicationa of

using a television based instructional systeni to free teachers

from a portion of their regular teaching res onsfbility?

Method

The Place of Doors program has gone through three testing ard evaluati)n

pha es, two formative and one summative. The formative phases involved over

l000 students from approximatoly 20 schools throAghout New York State.

Data collected in these formative phases was used for program modification aId

red(?zign and will not be discussed here although the formative phase dild infLu-

ence instrumentation and design procedures for the third phase. The summative

aation of the Place of Doors reporter on here was based on 901 experimental

and 385 control students, all at the fourth grade level. ental schools

werP selected from schools within districts whose school administrators and
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teach _s had expressed interest in the program. As a result of the exposure

gained from the formative evaluation phases nunierous schools wanted to partici

pate in the program, so the s

schools. Attempts were made to assure a stratified representative distribution

terms of reading ability and general socioeconomic and school factors.

Factors which entered into the selection of the sample besides reading level

types were district types, (urban suburban 1); parochial and public

and finally geographical area of the State.

Since intact class groups were being used, once experimental sites were

determined either all or a portion of the fourth grade classes in each school

were utilized, depending on the number of classes and the desires of the prin

cipals and teachers. Control classes were selected from the same schoni as the

experimental group whenever possible, or from a school within the same district

nd neighborhood as the exIlerimental site when necessary. Eeading abilities

of experimental and control sites were matched to asrAire similarity. Table 1

ummarizes relevant district data.

d:awn from this pool of volunteer

Insert Table 1 About Here

P0044

The design for data collect on in the study is sumnarized in Figure 1.

The evaluation used a longitudinal design established to obtain repeated measures

from both experimental and control tuderrts . The exact data collection protocol

was specified in a testing marxual which was distributed to each test site coordin

ator. Coordinators were trained personnel who received specific i person

9
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testing instructions in addit the manual. They were not part of the ular

school staff but employees of the New York State Ed cation Department and each

served-as a member of the on-site evaluation team at each testing site.

T ting in the nine districts took place over a four month period anuary

to triL 1975). Within each district, the testing of both the experimental and

CO groups took place simu1taneously . The testing sequence for the experi-

groups was: pretest before the fi- t day f programming, mid-point teot

after the first 10 days- 20 hours of the program) post test the day after t

last day of programming and a retention test one month following the posttest.

Cont-ol groups did not receive the programming but did receive the same tests

the same sequence pre-teste--1Ddays--mid-pcirt test--10 days posttest .

cont ol groups received no retention te ts.

An attitudinal survey was also administered

at the same time as the posttest.

Instrumentation

The primary data collection inst-

to all e

The

e_

nts were a series of four parallel

of criterion

The forms were designed to sample from the

clusters that the

test forms. These four forms were constructed from a series

referenced cognitive objectives.

cognitive information in each of the five subject or content

program was based on.

proportion of program t

Both halfs of the program were equally represented in terms

items for objectives in each half.

Test items were obtained after a rigorous dev

learning objectives which received a greater

e e more heavily represented in each teat form.

f the number of

opmerrt process that inclIded

culling those items which were most effective in phases one and two

evaluation), as well as writing and pilot testing ne

blems of language and vocabulary.

t re

items to minimize pro-
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instrumentation in terma, of its bearing on the ini ial research quest ons

formulated for the stuIy.

A frequency distribution of the item difficulty levels for all four tests

(across all testings) was created, and the results in Table 2 ir1icate

All four forms were reasonably comparable in terms of item difficulties.

Insert Tlble 2 About Here

Frequency distributions of biserial correlation coefficients at five

intervals from 0 to 100 were calculatd for each test. All four of these

item test correlations were nearly identical as can be seen in Table 3 and

provided evidence of moderate test discrimination.

ert, Table 3 About Here

Hoyt liability coefficients were then calculated for each test. The

Hoyt method (as the Spearman Brown), uses the lnalysis of variance model for

determining the reliability coefficient. Table 4 demonstrates that the

four tests were almost identical in terms of reliability.

Insert Table 4 About Here

FqDerilnenta1 Reu1tss

The first analysis urxlertakeri to determine whether th- treatment (Place of

Doors programming) had any effect for the experimental group, was a two-may

ANOVA. For this analysiap total test scores were calculated for each stildent

Note that all the item statistics and preliminary data analyses
coapleted by Dr. Ambrosino.

ii
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at eh testing. The tvo factors district wi h 9 levels for 9 distracts)

occasion (with four ler ls or pre-test, mid-test, posttest and

reteition test). Nunerou s cases were miss _g data from one or more testing

poins, therefore data were first edited to eliminate any case which was nits ing

the re- or post test score. Me remaining data, part cularly from some of

the Lower SES school

which in some cases exceeded 15% of the total, rhe magnitude of this missing

data problem made subsequent analyses impossible in those cases which exceeded

15% -A' the data set since statistical procedures for replacement of that sizsble

a prcportion are not available. (Replacement with school means was u:ed.)

Table 5 displays the results of the analysis. Scheffes approximation ums

applied in all instances where missing data vere encountered. As can be seer,

both the 1211.444 and Dis riott main effects were significant beyond the .001

alpha level. However, a significarA interaftion effect (p ( ..05) vas also

found between the factors measured.

trictst still exhibited numerous missing data points

Insert Table 5 About Here

A pairwise comparison of the mean ore all test results of the nine districts

(experInental sites) was then urriertalcen. Table 6 summarizes these results

Duncan's New Multiple Range Test vras used. far the comparison and produced ei.t.cle

of statistically significant differences in overall test performance between a

number of distri

Insert Table 6 About. Here

Examining Table 6 d.iffercxee betveen the three

districts having the lowest SES levels ar1 reading levels nor ary differencPs

between the three di tricts having the higheet SES 1 vela and reading levels.

12
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Significant differences were found however, between all the members of the

lowest group and al members of the highest group.

Duncan New Miltiple Range Test wss also applied to the comparison of

overall test means. of the everimental g ()ups across the four test adminis-

trations (pre-tee mid-test, poet test, and retention test ). In investi-

gating all pairvise comparisons the directional hypothesis of improved per-

formance from the pre-test to the post test is -onfirned Table 7).

Insert Table 7 About Here

Figure 2 graphically displays the mean test performance across each

performance for each test administration, and visually substantiates this

improved performance. The control groups scores are also included.

Insert Figure 2 About Here

Table 8 preserrt,s the results of one-way AOW.s per ormed on the nine

matched experimental and control groups in the study over three-testing points

(pre-test, mid-point test post test). It shoUld be noted that a null hypothesis

of no difference between each of the schools at the pre-test failed to be

tea. (There were two exce ). This lack of significanL difference

indicates that the experimental ani cont_ol sites were approximately comparable

interims of prior ability. The remainihg comparisons within each analysis

indicate statistically significant differences at either the .05, .01, or .001

alpha level between each experimental and contrcl pair at the mid-point test

ard the po t test. There were also two exce:

1 3

ions to this).
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Insert Table 8 About Here

post test scores of the e_ crinerit&. groups ( riteri n

on the experimental groups pre-test test individual reading score, and

attitude toward the program. Table 9B summarizes the regression results, an

indicates that 5 of the variame in the post test scores is explained by the

four predictcr. The zero order correlation coefficients for this analysis

are provided in table 9k. As can be seen the relationship between reading

and test scores at the three testing points is moderate (pre, .47; mid .56;

post .56 the relatIonship between test scores at each testing is mdrdnal

(pre 09 mid-.02, post -.04) ard the relationship between reading and likii

the program is minimal 15). Approximately 60 of the total experimental

group took the three tests (pretest, midtest d posttest).

Additional analyses were mmde on the pre-test and post-test data from tie

Place of Doors evaluation in wthich the regression model 'was used to decompo3e

and describe the linear dependence of cognitive learning on the post-test in

terms of district effects, reading effects, and program liking effectf7, The

model in figure 3 illustrates the relationship between these variables (excliding

prcgran likimg

inse7 Figure About Here

These analyses were formaated in an attempt to detexni.ir _ he influe ce

of the independent variables separa ely, and in combination im terms of

their contrilution to the aeperdent variable-cognitive posttest score.
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Table 10A provides the zero order correlation coefficients for al

variables involved in the model. Table 10B provides the means ard

deviations for each of the variable . Pretest and post test scores

used (and midpoint test and retention teat scores uere excluded) to maximize-

the number of data points.

Insert Tables 10A and 10B About Here

Separate regression analyses were performed first an each of the inde-

pendent variables and the dependent variable As Table 11 illustra es Di

_trict effects account for about 18% of the variance in post test score, read-

ing accounts for about 32%, pre test score for abaut 3 -dStudent liking

of the program for Waal .0

Insert Table 11 About Here

A series of hieratchial regressions were then run adding variables

into the regression equation based on a time order sequence. Because of

its insignificant effect, pmgram liking uas drepped from the analmes.

Table 12 summarizes the results of these analyses. Reading and Districts

1, 4, 7 and 8 accourM for significant amounts of post test variance (30)-

The introduction of the pre-test score on the second step of the analysis

accounts for en additional 9% of the variance of the post test score after

ading an district effects have been controlled for. The partial regres ion

coefficient (Standardized Betas) are included in Table 12 along with the

F teats for each partial regression coefficients.
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Table 12 About Here

All possible interaction terms were calculated and entered into the

equation on the third step of the analysis The increase in R? yiz.h these

interactions combining Reading X District, Reading X Pre-te t Score, Pre-test

Score X District, and Reading Pre-test X District increased thc arLanee

accounted for by approximately 2% of the total. This R2 was calculated o bE

insignificant (Kerlinger, 1973

Regressions were also run on the control groups. The results as listEd

in Table 13A demonstrate the anaunt of variance explained by districts, pretEs

and reading considered separately. Because a large pe centage of individual

control students' reading scores were not available they were replaced with

their respective school means thereby reduclng the amount of variance explained

in the regression. Table 13B provides a direct couparison of the combined dis-

trict and pretest effects for both the experimental and control groups. The

combination of these two variables district and pretes xplain 72% of the post-

test score variance in the control group while explaining only 38% of the peElt-

test score variance in the experimental group.

-ert Tables 13 A and B About Rere

The final series of es dealt with the v content amensicms

of the program relative to the experimental groaps. The five content area

seores cn the pre-test and posttest are Summarized in Table 14A.

A 2 X 9 ANOVA was first ci puted using the classroom means from each

experimental site. Table 14B summarizes the analysis of variance with one

factor testing (2 levels ) and the other factor content (5 levels). Table

14C provides a pairvise comparison of means between the content areas using

1 6
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multiple angs .est, The analysis pr vides evidence for ifi
cant main effevts of testins and content as well as a siificat± context

X testi-ng interaction. Pairwise comparison exhibited siifi.cant learning

in consumerism, social studies and science.

Insert Tables 14A and 14C About -e_

Regression on the individual posttest scores fQr eych

of he content areas (sub-scores of thie total posttest score The errchial

gression of posttest inc1uied districts and reading on the first step and

pre-test score on the second step of the regression.

As table 15 Aummarizes, the variance accounted for in the content area

test score by the district reading and overall pre-test scores were

Health 19%, Bcology 29% Science 25%, Social Studies 30% Cons irieriani

ctively.

Insert Table 1 A, 15B, 15C, 15D and l5E Abopt Here

The maul the an at controMng for all other

variables, reading was most import ant in ecology ane health contents, end

progreistively less important in consumerism, science, and. social studies

respectively. Districts and pre-test scores differed from content area to

content area, probably as a function of prior instruction and empbases in the

various districts. A combined beta for the district variables (sum of squared

betas squared) resulted in a ncnsi ficant district effect for each content

area, leaving pre-teat score and --eading as the two sicnificant effects.
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Discussion

Results of the overall anyses provide ample support for a directianai

hypothesis of increaaed learning across the testing points from pre-test to

posttest. Furthermore, learning appears to have been maintained one month

aftea the end of the treatment, the Place of Doors prograrmang. Based on

the research data available, the television learning system did provide

for and facilitate student /earning during the coarse of atudent's partici-

pation with it.

Although initial investigation indicated a district X. tesing interaction,

regression analyses demonstrated that with reading and pre-test controlled

for, district effects as a whole were not signdficant. 1iith district con-

trolled for however, reading End pre-test sc

posttest score van

contributed significantly to

ion. Thus it-can be concluded that district type,

region of the state or scoio-economic isv ii as reflected in the various

districts of the sample are not a gnif

would appear that student reading and p

ant factors in student 1earning . It

e- est scores were aignificant factort

in predicting student posttest scores. It should be noted that the pre-test

score (which is an indication of prior knowledge and probably of ability)

contributed more than reading to the over prediction equation with districts

held constant.

It would appear that the teleaision learning system, despite its attemada

to empahaiza a more visual, non-reading based approach, did require prior

student knowledge and reading abilities. It is interesting to note, howev

that science and social staaies ar as of the Fragram which were the mo t

substantiva (dealing proportionately with more factaal information as nneasurecL

in a content analysis) were influenced considerably less by reading than the

othr content areas (dealing with more general information, behaviors and

attitades). Ihe most nfluential variables ion predicting learning within

1 8
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Science and Social Stud.ie was the pre-test score for each of the respective

content areas. It might tentatively be concluded, therefore, that the

telenrision learning system when working to present information of a more

coitive or factual nature depends less on student reading ability than

on prior Iaow1edge of the Information. The implications of this tentative

conclusion will not be discussed because they are wrought with problems

of program characteri tics and presentation that may have confounded the

results.

It is also interesting to note that while district effects in terms of

variance accounted for were about the same in both the experimental and

matched control groups (14) the addition of reading and pre-test scores

accounted for 45% of the variance in the posttest scores of experimental

groups while accounting for over 75% of the posttest scores variance of the

control graupe

A most in eresting aspect of the study is the apparent lack of relation-

ship between student liking of the Place of Doors s measured at the con-

clusion of 20 days of programming) and student performance. As Khan and

Weise (1972) discussl numerous studies have found a very low correlation

betwmen lildng of school and achievtment on standardized instrumentss

Student liking of the Place of Doors programming appeared to have no

correlation with readings, or student performance in the pre- and posttests.

Since reading ability correlates fairly highly with academic ma Oes and

since success is functionally related to favorable attitudes toward learning,

we mdght expect a moderate correlation between reading and program likings

Although this discrepancy-would be due to a nuMber of factors, incluar

ineensitivity of instrumentation, it is possible that the programming is

not necessarily reliant on prior school success or motivations It is

conceivable that the television learning systaL appeal is due to less

1 9
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traditional school orientation including reading) as well as to other as

yet =investigated phenomella It is also quite probable that over a longer

period of time, when attentiunal and motivational fa tors would be more influ-

ential, interest in programming wuld. demonstrate a stronger relationship with

learning performance.

20
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UmUlAllaa_afths_2tudx_mljaasearch Recommendations for Future Studies

Although the research design encorporated in the summative evaluation of

the Place of Doors television learning system attempted to minimize all

potential systematic error, numerous program testing and subject constraints

made the achievement of this goal quite difficult. Among the specific areas

of the investigation which may have introduced non-random error are:

1) Instrumentationwhich attempted to measure a great deal of

cognitive information, much of which was visual, by means of written

tests. Despite some pictorial items on the tests, the ma or items

on each form utilized written language. To alleviate particular

reading biases on the tests, test site coordinators were instructed

to pronounce (but not provide the meaning for ) individual words that

students could not understand. This assistance was provided for

allstudents (experimental and control) at all sites for all testing

points. No other additional assistance was provided for students.

Future research attempts should.incorporate more visually oriented

instrumentation, including television-based testing. More traditional

written tests should also be included in any research design. A task

X apptitude X treatment interaction might explain differences in lea

Samplewhich was a fairly representative and atratified on a

number of key characteristics lou.4-L which utilized intact student gr

(classes), drawn from districts and schools which were already interested

in participating in the program. Although the exact influence of this

po itive predisposition is incapable of being assessed, it is likely

that it would incraase the demand characteristics placed on the

experimental students.

awriaental Settings=were examined in the analyses in terms of a

number of characteristics. However, a number of site related data

were not collected or considered in the analyses, and it is possible

that a consideration of such characteristics as school climate,
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administrative support, teacher support and the non-professional

the classroom, might account for a considerable additional proportion

of the learning variance. Further consideration should be given to

the variance indistrict instructional programs that might affect

the level of knowledge and experience of subjects.

The exact characteristics that contribute to a general SES

index (Education, Income, Otcupation, etc.) would also be helpful

in explaining the student's poettest scores. Due te the variety of

school programs and schedules, the exact time of the day that the

program was used with the experimental students was different'betweel

morning and afternoon, and may have introduced additional various.

Future research might take more of these factors into account.

22111911--while the program was used with a broad range of fourth

grade students, alprimary problem with the present ana.Iysis was subject

rtality. A considerable proportion of the total experimental sanirle

2%) did not take either the pre-test, eed-point test or post-test.

Approximately 20% of the total experemental sample did not take eitl-er

the pre-test or post-test (excleeing the midpoint test) The problEm

of subject mortality over testings was particularey apparent in the

lower SES schools where student attendance is generally a concern.

Although principals in the lower SES schools stated that student

attendance during the Place of Doors pregramming was hegeer than

normal the percentage of students available at each testing poent

was still lower than that of the higher $ES schools. The non-rancicr

effect of student mortality and it5 resulting deselection of these

lower ability students seems to be a primary limitation of the stacer

and it is, un!ortunately, not easily correctable.
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Additional, subject characteristics related to specific

abilities, non-language skillevand visual learning styles should

also be considered in future analyses.

5) EMElommiza--characteristice of the program received consideration

in the evaluation, but only relative to the various content areas

taught through the program. In order to fully explore the subject

programming interactions (nonlinear relationships) to make use of

the programming for those student for whom it is most appropriate,

as well as to develop a model for the development and production

of future television programming,finer dimensions of the programming

should be measured and analyzed. Among those characteristics

presently of greatest interest and under consideration for future

studies are: amount of verbal information in the program, amount

of visual information in the program (both measured using information

theory metrics), complexity of programming types of information in

terms of cognitive levels and affective modelling, type of learning

tasks required, and types of student responses required. The effect

of the adjunct student activity materials were not investigated in

this study, and future research should also delve further into the

effects television feedback, and the student practice and reinforce ent

provided in the activities each contribute to stmdent learning.

6) Testing Feedback--Data from each testing point were not made available

to students until after the program had been completed, in order to

control for teacher variation and use of the results. Instructionally

it would make more sense to integrate these test rtsults into the

learning process and to consider them as a variable in the overall

design. Future designs will make use of this additional instructional

variable.
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-_tiofPai:ka_stsr---During the experimental period1 teachers

were instructed not to make reference to, use material fromfor

build their lessons from the Place of Doors programming. This was

emphasized to minimize teacher effects. Future designs should

encorporate teacher participation as a manipulable variable in

order to determine its effect on learning.

ImplioationS/Conclusion

The theoretical implications of this study are related primarily to the

s udy's attempt to look at one medium, television, and to determine its instruz-

tional impact when organized into a total learning package. The study tried

to determine various interaction effects between the program and students.

These preliminary ATI attempts have lodked at only a few dimensions of the

program and students. Hopefully future studies with the program can inves

more precise dimensions, not only to determine which individual students will

benefit most from the programming but also to provide empirical models and

criteria for the design of future instructional television programming.

The determination of the optimun mode of presentation for a particular individual

or group with particular characteristics is a difficult task, wrought with

numerous contradictions and assumptions Allen, 1975). It appears, however,

that the complexity of each dimension, as well as the number of dimensions,

will determine which students will make greatest use of the treatment. As

these dimensions become more clearly defined and their relationship with

individual learners is verified, a realistic means for instructional design

and specification will be attained.

The practical implications are numerous but related to the maj

instructional role that a television-based learning system is capable of eervLng.

Since a resource as the Place of Do rs can utilize its numerous capabilities
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to motivate, involve, and instruct without the need for a teacher, the t c 's

time is made available for other instructional tasks where human resourcm

can be more effective, as for example individualized and small group instruc-

tion. Television instruction, along the lines of the Place of Doors, my pro

vide a means to maximize instructional opportunities by utilizing resources

most appropriate and effective for the intended instructional outcomes.
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-ntals

DESCRIPTIVE

Controls,

TABLE I

STATISTICS ON SAMPLE

District General ReacLing Perceitilt!

PEP Statewide
Readin Ability Test

Type, Size Level

For Both E and C

115 31 Inner City Lower 20
Public
New York City

2 66 Inner City
Public

L er 30

Rochester

125 26 Inner City Lower 38
FUblic
New York,City

51 45 Suburban Upper Middle
Central Public
Albany Suburb

Upper

5 50 Central District Middle
Public
Nassau County
Long Island

6 103 28 Central District
Middle

Public mid-state

7 107 54 Central District
MI dle

Public
65

Nassau County
Long Island

126 47 Independent Upper
Union Free Middle
Nassau County
Long island

9 86 38 Parochial Upper 65
Nassau County Middle
Long Island Upper

901 385

2 8
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Pre Test

Figure 1

Testing Design

Experiniental Groups

Mid Test

Day 10
Hour 20

Post Test

Place of Doors Programming

Control Groups

Pre Test Mid Test

No Programming

Day 10
____----,

RA .aesroom Instruc _on

2 9

Post Test

Day 20
0

Retention
Test

One
Month
Later
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TABLE 2

Frequency
Distributions of Difficul y

Levels of Items: Four Place of

Doors Achievement Tests

p-Leve

0 - 10
11 - 20
21 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
51 - 60
61 - 70
71 - 80

- 90
91 - 99

1
4.8

1 4.8 2 9.5 1
4.8

2 9,5 6 28.6 4 19.0

2 9.5 4 19.0 2 9.5

8 38.1
8 38.1

4 19.0 4 19.0 5 23.8

4 19.0 2 9.5 1
4.8

2 9.5

1

2

5

4

4

4.8
9.5
4.8
23.8
19.0

14.3
19.0
4.8

21 100,0 21 100.0 2

Med an
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TABLE 3

Frequency Distributions of Biserial
Correlation Coefficients For

Items Contained in Four
Place of Doors

Achievement Tests

Test

7. f

.00 - .20 1 4.8 1 4.8

.21 - .40 2 9.5 3 14.3 3 14.3 6 18.6

.41 - .60 10 47.6 9 42.8 11 52.3 7 33.3

.61 - .80 8 38.1 9 42.8 6 28.6 8 30.1

.81 - .99

Total 21 100.0 21 100 0 21 100.0 21 100.0

Median 0.48 0.49 0.47 0.47

31
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TABLE 4.

Hoyt Reliability Coefficients
For Four Place of Poors
Achievement Tests

ies tt

0.77 1.97 79,43*

2 0.79 1.90 163.56*

3 0.80 1.98 49.18*

4 0.75 1.95 136.62*

p< 01

32
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TABLE 5

Analysis of Variance Summary Table
Usinz Scheffe's Approximation: Schools

By Test Administration (9x4)
(N

Sum of Squares d- NS F SarCe

46 876.00 3441 Total SS

373,252-60 1 Correction due
to Grand Mean

89,623.39 3440 Corrected $S

8 180.,d1 8 1022.54 47.99** SCHOOLS

5,588.03 3 1862 68 87 61** TESTING

2844.04 24 118.50 5.57* SCHOOLS x TESTING

72,381.44 3405 21.26 ERROR

p< .01.
**

p< .001.
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P.S.
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ers

G
oodrich

39. O
ar

41.43

41 52

47.81

50.00

55.52

56.09

57.95

61.20

5.04

5 06
.02

18.81*
10.99

10.43

19.26**
11.56

11.16
2.93

30.98**
20.51**

19.85**
11.11

37.31**
25.75**

24.63**
14.34*

42.88**
30.43**

29.01**
18.38**

50.17**
36.23**

34.61
24.20**

7.20

9.19

12.39*

23.62**

.90

3.98

9.34

3.40

9.37
6.13

p<
 .05.1.
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TABLE 7

Duncan's Values Based on Comparisons of
Mean Overall School Performance for Each of

Five Test Administrations

Te Overall School
Administration Performance

PRE

3 POST

4 FOLLOW-DT

40.05%

49.09

57.09

52.09

55.71**

87.07** 40.86**

61.52** 15.32* 25.54+

* P < 05.
** p (.001.
+ p (.01.
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TABLE 8

One-way ANOVA: Statistics:
Experimental vs. Control Groups,

Four Test Administrations

Schools

CorTared

Hewlett
vs.

Woodmere

PS 16
VS.

PS 16

Somers
Vs.

SoMerS

Goodrich
vs.

Southgate

PS 140
VS.

PS 140

Spring Valley
V.

Spring Valley

Levitto
VS.

Levittown

42,

Test
Administration

Si ificance
Level

1

2

3

4

.02

21.64
24.31
no data

.001

.001

1 .14 NS
2 24.72 p .001
3 31.46 p .001
4 7.04 p < .01

1 no data
2 13.31 P < 001
3 27.41 P < .001
4 no data

7.82 .01
2 19.66 .001
3 42.91 .001

4 no data

1 .48 NS
2 4.61 .05

3 31.37 .001
4 no data

1 3.46 _NS
2 4.77 p < .05
3 3.02 NS
4 no data

1 3.27 NS
2 .69 NS
3 7.59 .01
4 no data
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Raymonds
rS

L., Beach

76

. 97

TABLE 8
(Continued)

1
2

3

4

.00

1.23
8.52
no data

2

3

4

5.53
no data
2.84

no data

p < .05

NS

3 8
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Figuze 3

Cognitive

Post Test
Score

X2

Reading
Ability

3 9
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TABLE 9A

Zero-order Correlation Coefficients
Between Test Administrations 1-2, 3;
PEP Read Scores; and Flowermouth

Rating Scores

1

TA 2 2..55

TA 3 .52 .65

PEPR .47 .56 .56

FLWMTH -.09 -.02 -.04 - 5

TABLE 93

Multipie Regression Statistics:
Four Predictors (Test Administrations

1-2, PEP Reading Score, Flowermouth
Evaluation Score) and One Criterion

(Test Administration 3)

S.E. of
Regression

of

Determination

and 339 degrees of freedom.

.001.

4 0
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District

TABLE

Means and Standard Deviations

Evi) er rINemte* 1 r 'es LT

m /12
" x

1
2

3

4 (Dammi
5

-----
.1362

.0702

.1124

.0702

.1194

.3433

.2557

.3160

.2557

.3245

6
Variables .1039 .3054

7 .1320 .3388

8 .1433 .3506

Reading 56.4846 25.2494

Pretest 41.3924 15.4201
Score

Program
Liking 54.2683 33.0216

Score

Post
Test 62.0118 20.4210

Score

4 2
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Table 11

Summary of Regression Analyses

erimental Groups

Post Test on Dis rict N = 712

R

SE

.42264

.17864

18.61249

- .32424District 1
2 - .15503
3 - .14647

4 .07752

5 .03872
6 .04985

7 .0800

8 .10788

Post Test on eadir

R .56990

R? .32479

SE 16.79199

BETA .56990

Post Test on Pretest

Multi le R .56453

R2 .31869-
SE 16.86763

BETA_ .56453

Post Test on Yr!grsJIk

Multiple A

A?

SE

BETA

.01821

.00033

20.4320

- .01821

F = 19.11*

Standard Error B

4 3

2.8110 47.083*

3.35541 13.615*
2.94289 10.343*

3.35541 3.404*

2.89929 -707
3.00195 1.233

2.83120 2.902*

F = 341.526*

SEt .02494

.01

F = 332.116*

.01

F = .23547 NZ

.02320

F .235 DIS
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Table 12

ummary of Regression Analyses

Experimental Groups

Step 1,

Post Test on Reading ai District N - 712

.60047

R2 .36056 F - 43.9 187*

16.43400

Regression

BETA SEt

Reading .51885 .02969 199.732*

Dist. 1 -.04331 2.74928 0.878

Dist. 2 .04787 3.17680- 1.448

Dist. 3 .02692 2.71669 0.410

Dist. 4 .12751 2.97612 11.708*

Diet. 5 .02618 2.57621 0.409

DiA. 6 -.00362 2.65960 0.008

Dist. 7 .12663 2.50772 9.266*

Dist. 8 .12663 2.45555 9.023*

Introduction of Pretest Score

Multiple A .67295

.45286

15.21262SE

58.01975

EIELLIgLammulpn_Coecient___

BETA SEB

Dist. 1 -.03427 2.54544 0.641

Dist. 2 .02577 2.94518 0.488

Dist. 3 .0778 2.51561 0.942

Dist. 4 .07707 2.77974 4.902*

Dist. 5 .01372 2.38583 0.131

Dist. 6 -.00232 2.46195 0.004

Dist. 7 .09761 2.32692 6.394*

Dist. 8 .11552 2.27383 8.757*

Reading .35418 .03009 90.626*

Pretest .35530 .04327 118.248*

41

.01
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Table 13

urnmary of Regression Analyses: Control Gro

Control.rGToups N =

, Post Test Score on District

R

SE

.42225

.17829

25.32085

F . 8.54358*

Partial Regrasaion_Coefficien s

.01

BETA SEB

Dist. 1 -.40757 6.85349 44.261

Dist. 2 -.50162 5.4090 49.983

Dist. 3 -.23553 6.75149 14.586

Dist. 4 -.27807 5.77164 17.009

Dist. 5 -.34548 .51159 24.467

Dist. 6 -.24315 6.33922 14.610

Dist. 7 -.23006 5.66368 11.325

Dist. 8 -.30435 5.69809 19.999

s_l_cmtz jsat§)
Multiple R .82991

.68e75
sE 15.41355
BETA .82991.

.02937 F 712.535*SEM

Fos Test on Reading Score

Multiple R .08928

.00797 F = 2.5873 NSZE
SE 27.51753
BETA xe928
SEB .07493
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Table 139

Comparison of Experimental and Control

Control Group ,

Post_Teatzonfrgt.
Lti1eR .85229

.72640 . 92.62757*

14.63426

SEB

p <.01

F

eit2

BETA

Dist. 1 -.18048 4.08846 24.389

Dist. 2 .21463 3.24587 25.416

Dist. 3 -.09311 3.95125 6.656

Dist. '4

Dist. 5
Dist. 6

,-.08174

-.10327
-.10402

3.40238
3.27533
3.70524

4.230
6.191
7.826

Dist. 7 -.04538 3.35365 1.275

Dist. 8 -.11452 3.35365 8.175

Pretest .17832
.02931 629.030

rimental Group

Post Test on Pretest arid Distric

malgklil .61816 F . 48.24

SE

BETA

16.154

sE9

*p 001

Dist. 1 -.191
2.49 20.754*

Dist. 2 -.098 2.93 7.097*

Dist. 3 -.057
2.58 2.042

Dist. 4 7431 2.92 .70

Dist. 5 -.028 2.52 .479

Dist. 6 -002$ 2.61 .523

Diet. 7 -.061 2.46 2.216

Dist. 8 .101 2.41 5.932*

Pretest 0482 .042 231.196*
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TABLE 14A

Summary Table Content

Content N . 712

SD

Health Pretest 58.3567 34.5308
Health Post Test 68.3287 32.2244

Ecolo_- Pretest 4007022 23.6491
Ecology Post Test 58.8202 26.8509

.Science Pretest 42.1348 22.8587
'Science 63.0150 24.6702

Social Studies Prete t 34-1643 24.7229
Social Studies Post Test 55.3020 26.9620

Consumerism Pretest 3901152 25.6941

Consumerism Post Test 6709775 29.0166

4 7
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TAME 143

Somme

2 X 5 ANOVA TESTING

Content

Testing

Testing X Con

Error

TABLE lic

1 11733.29

4 31882.91

4 27338.81

310 33322.30

319

1

PLirwise Comparisons (Duncan

Pre-test, Posttest Mean
Differences

2933,32

318e2,91

6834,70

07.49

Health 010

27.28 *

296.61 *

63.5e

ol

le Rolige Test

Stuliies C

Health

Ecology

Science

Social Studies

Consumerism

9.97

18.12

20.88

21.14

28.86 7.

8.15

10.91*

11.17*

18.89*

2,76

02
3' *

10,74*

,26

7,98*

'frP 4..01

48
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TABLE 15

Suminy of Regression Analyses: Content Parts A Bp CI _

rimental Groups N-712

A. Health Content

Step Districts and Reading on Health Post Test Score

MUltiPlaR .39823

.15858

29.74793

Partial Regression Coefficients

SE

F 14(.70*

Diet. 1

BETA

.00042

SEB

4.97660
2 .08981 * 5.75048

3 -.01168 4.91760
4 .08688 * 5038721

5 -.00121 4.66331
6 .01430 4.81427

7 .0080 4.53934
8 .03825 4.44490

Reading 38692 * .05375

Step 2: Introduction of Pretest Score

* p

Multiple R

R?

SE

.42915

.18417

29.31304

BETA

F Test on Additional Variance Explained

F 21.98*

* p < .01
SEDI

Dist. 1 .00508 4.90477
2 .07807 5.67503
3 -.00596 4.84731

4 .06032 5.35624
5 -.00777 4.59724
6 .01499 4.74391
7 -.02329 4.48371
8 .03240 4.38142

Read .30022* .05798

Ptetest .18707 * .08338

49
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B. EcologY

SteP 1: Districts and Reading or Ecology Post

1W11121E-R .49569-

.24571 F 25.41*

SE 23.46898

BETA SEB

District 1 -.00703 3.92618

2 -.05770 4.53671

3 .06690 3.87954

4 .054784 4.25012

5 .05257 3.67902

6 .01173 3.79811
7 .15051 * 3.58121

8 .12783 * 3.50671

Reading .4203 .04240

SteD 2: Addition of Pretest Score

Multiple R

SE

BETA

.53483

.28605

22.84908

F . 39.61*

SEg:

Dstrct 1 -.00106 3.89880
2 , .04300 4.50903
3 .07408 3.80046

4 .12143* 4.18889

5 .04434 4.14767
6 -.01087 3.70508

7 .13132 3.50308

8 .12049 3.41622

Reading .31145 .04544

Pretest .23489 * .06511
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C._ Science content

Step 1: District and Readizg on Post Science Score

MUltivile_R .43993

R2 .19354

SE 22.29616

BETA

F 18.72 *

SE

ct 1 -.03116

WI,=ffiNN

3.72998
2 -.04522 4.31000
3 -.00206 3.68576
4 -.04637 4.03773
5 -.00588 3.49517
6 -.011C9 3.60831
7 aoccq ;* 3.40225
8 .06251 * 3.33147

.36918 141 .04028

Stey 2: Addition of Pretest Score

Multiple R .50513

.25516

21.44272

R2

SE

BETA

Dis 1 -.02377
2 -.06328

3 .00681
4 .00515
5 -.01606
6 -.01002
7 .07635 *

8 .05343

Reading .23463 *

Pretest .29031

F = 24.01*

a.
3.58788
4.15133
3.54584

3:31t;9

3.20505

.04241

.06099
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D. Social Studies Content

Sten 1: District and Reading with Social Studies Post Test Score

kigli12.2 .43907

R2 19278

SE 24.37887

BETA

F 18.63*

SEB

District 1
2

00032
.T663 *

4.07840
4.71260

3 .09572 * 4.03005
4 .10692 * 4.41490
5 .04157 3.82165
6 .02572 3.94536
7 xeus * 3.72006
8 .14020 * 3.64267

.39604 * .04405

Sten 2: Pretest Se°

*p
7

. 01

Ballatit .54814

.30046

22.71084

BETA

F = 30.11*

. 01
SEB

District 1 .01008 3.8=7
2 .05276 4.39684
3 .10745 * 3.75554
4 .05243 4.14985
5 .02812 3.56180
6 .02713 3.67544
7 .05604 3.47394
8 .12820* 3.39459

Reading .21818* .04492

Pretest .38377 * .06460

5 2
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Consumerism Conteri

Step_1: District and Reading on Consumerism Post Score

Multiple R
2

.49404

.24408

25.38934

F 25.185*

EWA

-.10466

EI8

4.24744District 1
2 .03930 4.90793

3 -.05995 4.19709
4 .08130 * 4.59789
5 .00590 3.98006
6 -.01719 4.10889

7 .08661 *
3.87425

8 09186 3.79365

Reading .38076 * .04587

Step 2: Introduction of Pretest Score

Multiple R

2
R_

SE

.52718

.27792

24.83221

F 26.98

BETA

District 1 -.09918* 4.15502
2 .02591 4.80754
3 -.05338 4.10634

4 .05076 4.53748
5 -.00164 3.89450
6 .01640 4.01875

7 .06904 3.79832
8 .08514* 3.71167

Reading .28105* .04912

Pretest .21514* .07063

*To 001


